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I SAW EVERY MAN, EVEN a, B AND C.
*I DID NOT SEE EVERY MAN, EVEN A B AND C. AND ANY WOMAN.
I KNOW MANY LANGUAGES, EVEN Greek.
I do not know many European languages,(* even greek) or every Iroquoian
language.
Herb saw only Joan didn’t he/***did he?
Herb did not interview every student (*except Louise) = NEG > every
Herb did not interview every student (except Louise) = denial, = every > NEG
*Herb did not interview every student, not Joan not Sally and not Ted.
*Herb did not interview every student, Joan, Sally and Ted.
*Herb can not just not do a damn thing.
Everyone would not have left
Everyone would have not left
*Everyone except Ted would not have left
Everyone except Ted would have not left
??Ted would have not done a fucking thing.
Ted would have not done anything/Ted would have not done squat.
would have not not done not anything
Ted would have been given nothing
Ted would not have been given anything
Ted would have not been given anything
***Ted would have been not given anything
Ted would have not ever been given anything
For everyone (*except Ted) not to show up would be insulting.
For everyone (except Ted) to not show up “”
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everyone (except Ted) seems not to have shown up.
everyone (*except Ted) doesn’t seem to have shown up.
I did not see every man or any woman = I saw not every man and no woman.
I did not see every man (*except Jon) or any woman.
I did not see every man (Bill, Jim and Tod) or any woman
I did not believe every man to have screamed.
I believed every man not to have screamed. every > NEG, *NEG > every
I believed every man to not have screamed. bad word order but *NEG > every
I believed every man to have not screamed. *NEG > every
I believed every man not to have screamed. *NEG > every
every man did not scream
[every man who I know], I am sure did not scream.

*NEG > every

every man is difficult to believe not to have screamed.
It was every man who did not scream. *NEG > every
every man’s not screaming amuses me.
every man’s not having screamed is not in doubt. ?
Every man’s not having been arrested is clear. ??
Every man’s having not been arrested is clear *NEG > every
Every man’s having been not arrested is clear *NEG > every
generalization …neg can float off NEG [every X] only if arc is surface.
With no students capable of understanding anything/*a fucking thing/*squat,
we had to cancel the class.
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With all our students not capable of understanding anything/a fucking thing
With no students having any money/*a red cent, …
The gorillas will cross the river first, with many/*few hyenas to follow.
(100)a. Jane did not claim he told anyone squat.
b. Jane did not claim he told anyone in particular squat.
I THINK B. LACKS AN A-SQUAT READING.
DOES THIS HAVE ANALYSIS:
[NEG3 SOME ONE IN PARTICULAR]X IS SUCH THAT JANE DID NEG2
CLAIM THAT NEG1 HE TOLD X NEG0 SOME SQUAT.
IT HAS:
JANE NEG4 CLAIM [NEG3 NEG2 SOME ONE IN PARTICULAR]X HE
NEG1 TELL X NEGO SOME SQUAT
(101) Jane claimed he told no one in particular squat.
I think this also lacks A-squat reading.
(102) Jane did not claim that anyone in particular did squat.
(103) *Jane claimed that no one in particular did squat.
(104) Jane did not claim that any student (*in particular) did they try to
hire(105) Did any student (*in particular) turn in a fucking thing?
Tom proved that that theorem, no one could prove.
*Tom proved that that theorem, no one could.
*That that theorem, no one could, Tom proved.
But latter could be just Haj’s no topicalization in an island observation at
work.
But isn’t it worse than:
That that theorem, no one could prove, Tom proved
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Herb hit on babs…*hit babs on.
*On whom did Herb hit/Herb hit yesterday on Babs…PP unextractable.
Herb hit on her…shows is not particle.
Herb hit only on babs. *Herb hit on only babs.

nobody did anything much.
Zeke did not do anything much.
Zeke did nothing much.
Zeke did nothing to speak of.
Zeke did not do anything to speak of.
With no students capable of reading anything/??a fucking thing/*squat, we
had to cancel the exam.
He found no students capable of reading anything/??a fucking thing/*squat.

With no students willing to lift a finger, to do a fucking thing/*squat
With no students willing to do *squat.
No student was willing to do squat.
No student was anxious to do squat.
With no student willing to do squat,

At that time were described to themselves few men and few women.
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*At that time were described to any friends few men and few women.

*I believe any of the proposals in question not to have a chance of passage.
I believe not to have a chance of passage any of the proposals in question.
(15)a. I believed no gorillas to know any Turkic languages.
b. *I believed to know any Turkic languages no gorillas of that size.
c. *I believed any gorillas to know no Turkic languages
d. I believed to know no Turkic languages any of the gorillas in the freshmen class.
e. I believed (certain) not to know Spanish any of the gorillas in the class.

He cares/wants to visit no one.
He *cares/wants not to visit anyone.
I believe that no one does he care/want to visit.
I don’t believe that anyone does he *care/want to visit.
He doesn’t want/care to criticize everyone.
He *cares/wants not to criticize everyone.
NEG1 NEG2 care criticize NEG3 some one.

NEG1 needs to get deleted; it can be by scope arc.
scope NEG1….
okgilles/***PMPnobody did not say anything
*nobody did not ever eat that.
Nobody did they not ever call.
*nobody did not say squat
*nobody did not leave until 10
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*nobody did not contribute a red cent.

*I forgot that he lifted a finger to help her.
I didn’t remember that he lifted a finger to help her.
*I forgot that he had helped anyone (*but Joan).
I did not remember that he had helped anyone but Joan.
*That he had helped anyone (but you), I really forgot.
That he had helped anyone but you, I did not remember.

I did not tell Jane to say that she contributed a fucking thing/squat to the UAA.
Jane did not say that she contributed a fucking thing/squat to the UAA.
Jane could not prove that she contributed squat to the UAA.
(1)a. Ted wowed the whole campus.
b. *Everyone was wowed by Ted.
c. *Such groups don’t wow easily.
d * The people in the audience remained unwowed.
d. *He wowed last year several large audiences.
e. Hypothesis: wow takes a 3, or a 4+3.
f. *the wowing of the audience by Ted
g. *Ted wowed a large audience and Bob a small one
h. *Although Ted didn’t wow the Rotarians he did the Elks.
It is not my wont to X
*To X is not my wont
as is my wont
*which is my wont
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I do so care to sing.
*I do so need sing.
*I need so/too sing.

I am surprised you care to call her.
*I am surprised you need call her.

It is wrong to think he cares to call her.
*It is wrong to think he need call her.
This pair correlates with: It is wrong to think he cares to do squat/*It is wrong to think
he need do squat.

It is wrong to think he must do squat.

He doesn’t care to call someone. Ok NEG > some but mea ning is NEG > care >
SOME > call
He need not call someone. OK NEG > some but meaning is NEG > necessary > SOME >
call
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